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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description 2024 Grand Design Momentum MAV 27MAV, Grand Design Momentum MAV toy
hauler travel trailer 27MAV highlights: Queen Bed 13'6" Garage Microwave
Rockford Fosgate Stereo Ramp Door/Patio You will love this Momentum MAV toy
hauler travel trailer! The front bedroom features a queen bed, and there is plenty
of room to walk around. The sliding solid bedroom door helps with space.
Overhead storage and a pair of nightstands are convenient storage, plus there is
a wardrobe with both drawers and space to hang items. The kitchen offers a
microwave, stainless steel sink, and 8 cu. ft refrigerator. There's even a pet
drawer for your furry friend's dishes! In the garage, you'll find additional beds with
a pull down bunk plus a pair of roll over sofas. Set up the removable table top to
use the sofas as a dining area. Pull down the screen door, turn on the Rockford
Fosgate stereo, and enjoy! Or use the ramp door/patio to sit outside in the fresh
air. The Momentum MAV toy hauler travel trailers by Grand Design are designed
to provide exactly what you need. The 13'6" garage provides tons of cargo space,
with no wheel wells to get in the way. Additional storage includes unobstructed
pass-through storage, underbed storage with a gas strut lift, and overhead
consoles throughout. Conveniences like motion sensor lights and USB outlets will
make your life easier, and you will be comfortable in all seasons with the 35K BTU
furnace plus 15K BTU ducted air conditioning. This unit is prepped for two
televisions in the living room and bedroom, if you need any more entertainment
on your trip! Bish's RV - Davenport, IA has a huge selection of Travel Trailers, Fifth
Wheels, Toy Haulers, and Motorhomes. All these RVs are priced to sell. Be sure to
ask about our "Purchase with Confidence Guarantee" to ensure you are getting
the best RV buying experience in Quad Cities and surrounding areas in East Iowa
like Eldridge, Moline, Davenport, Rock Island, & Bettendorf. Affordable prices on all
new and used RVs only at Bish's RV of Davenport, Iowa.

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 75750
VIN Number: 573TM3228R1220181
Condition: New
Length: 32
GVW: 10995
Sleeps: 6
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Item address Jerome, Idaho, United States
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